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ABSTRACT

Planning and analyzing of surgical interventions are often based on computer models derived from computed
tomography images of the patient. In the field of cochlear implant insertion the modeling of several structures of
the inner ear is needed. One structure is the overall helical shape of the cochlea itself. In this paper we analyze
the cochlea by applying statistical shape models with medial representation. The cochlea is considered as tubular
structure. A model representing the skeleton of training data and an atomic composition of the structure is built.
We reduce the representation to a linear chain of atoms. As result a compact discrete model is possible. It is
demonstrated how to place the atoms and build up their correspondence through a population of training data.
The outcome of the applied representation is discussed in terms of impact on automated segmentation algorithms
and known advantages of medial models are revisited.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of Active Shape Models (ASM) is widely used for medical image analyzing.1 A major advantage
of statistical shape based techniques, like ASM, is the possibility to identify relevant structures in target image
data with certain expert knowledge. This knowledge is generated by training data for the deformable model. It
is possible to enhance target data by additional information which is not part of the image data, e.g. positions
of important membranes of the cochlea and connected structures. The visibility of these membranes strongly
depends on the image data modality and might be only identifiable by experts. This technique even applies
to distinct structures like the cochlea with its helical shape. An application is a planning system for insertion
of cochlear implants (CI).2 Noble et al. suggest a method to represent the cochlea based on Point Distribution
Model (PDM)3 and recently a similar approach using Probabilistic Active Shape Models (PASM) was published
by Becker et al.4

Our work describes the application of a medial (skeleton) representation. The cochlear tubular structure is
further examined, and a generic way to build a medial model is constituted. The cochlear structure suits well to
profit from multiple advantages of medial models.5 One realization of medial representation is called m-reps and
was introduced by Pizer et al.6 Several versions, enhancements and applications of m-reps have been published
so far.7,18 Segmentation of tubular structures was introduced by Saboo et al.8 In later work it was pointed
out that the need for an appropriate initial design for a m-rep is one of the major disadvantages of this medial
representation due to the difficult ratio between quality and grade of compactness.7 While in many cases the
m-rep form in 3D is based on a grid or a lattice of so called atoms, it will be demonstrated that the serial linking
of the atoms is an adequate base for the tubular structure of the cochlea.

Since the underlying construct of the model is simply a chain with no branching, the aspect of correspondence
between different models is handled easily. Hubs describe the position of an atom on the center line. The model
defines its own coordinate system which allows finding the correspondence between all used hubs by examining
their distances to predefined fiducial hubs. Such a fiducial hub can be the position on the centerline of the cochlea
closest to the round or oval window. This also leads to a more far-reaching advantage, e.g. choosing a length
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IFof cochlear implant electrode or customize cochlear implant strategies.9 Another advantage of medial models is
the straight forwardness for interaction. An appropriately designed medial model allows modifying its bounding
by verifying each atom independently. This characteristic allows interaction to correct or enhance the results of
automated segmentation algorithms.

2. METHODS

The medial representation of the cochlea is discrete. Thus, several atoms along the skeleton line of the cochlea
describe the shape. Each atom is defined by m = {x, r, ~n0, ~n1}. Thereby, an atom consists of the hub x ∈ R3,
the length r ∈ R of the spokes and the two directions of the spoke ~n0, ~n1 ∈ S2 defined on the unit sphere.
Figure 1 illustrates the structure in training data. Additionally, the atom elements, its frame (it is possible to
define m-reps using the frame instead of the spoke directions) and an orientation in each atom is shown. The
orientation of the atom is used to span the search space for the spokes correctly. This step is further described
in 2.1.

scala vestibuli

scala tympani

SV

ST

Osseous Environment

Hub

Orientation

Orientation

Figure 1. (left) m-rep extracted from a trainings shape, assembled by hubs (green) and their bounding describing spokes
(red). Only the spokes in scala vestibuli are shown for better of overview. (right) The atom orientation point towards the
osseous environment.

As direct product of atom elements, m-reps are more complex and common Euclidean actions are invalid. In
particular the principal component analysis (PCA) as core function of statistical shape models can not be applied.
However, Fletcher et al. described how to use the more general pendant to the PCA, called principal geodesic
analysis (PGA) for generating deformable models based on geodesics.10 We implemented PGA to generate a
deformable model for the cochlea.

Since our training data consists of manually segmented shapes, their representation is landmark based. This
gives the opportunity to align the training data using the Generalized Procrustes algorithm11 and to avoid the
more complex alignment in medial form. On the down side a method to convert the point based shapes to medial
representation is needed. A roughly outlined work-flow to generate a deformable medial model contains:

� Aligning the training data using Generalized Procrustes algorithm,

� converting each training shape in medial form by extracting the medial loci and creating atomic structure,

� and generating a deformable model with the variance within the converted training data.
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Figure 2. All components of a single (internal) atom to describe a region: Hub position on center line, two spokes to a
bounding point, the frame in the atom and the orientation.

2.1 Preparing the Training Data

The results of a model based segmentation rely strongly on the used training data. For this work four manually
segmented shapes served as trainings data, each representing scala vestibuli and scala tympani as well as the
basilar membrane between. The shapes were segmented on micro-grinding image data12 to extract the infor-
mation of the membrane. A pre-generated template mesh was manually fitted into each training image data to
preserve the point correspondence between each training shape.

The first step is to convert the training shape to a accurate m-rep form. Thus, a skeleton of each input shape
needs to be calculated. Different techniques to achieve this were discussed in earlier work. Siddiqi et al. describe
selected methods of thinning- and skeletization-algorithms in the context of medial models.5 While they also
consider two-dimensional methods, the application in three-dimensional images is crucial for this work.13 Our
function is a direct derivative of the method suggested by Antiga et al.14

Once the center line of the data is defined, it is examined for three fiducial points. The cochlea is divided
into the two scalae by finding the closest hubs to the oval window, the round window and the apex. This can be
automated by finding the highest curvature κmax along the center line respectively to the length of the arc. One
can examine, for instance the tangents in discrete points on the center line. This point represents the passage
from scala tympani to scala vestibuli. However, depending on the method to find the center line, we interpolate
it with a spline, to ensure the detection of the highest curvature at the apex. If necessary, each hub is identify
by the distances either to the apex hub and to the oval window hub or to the apex and the round window hub.
After identification the correspondence between the atoms in the population is setup.

As mentioned before one particular aspect when specifying the spokes for the atoms is the orientation of the
atom. The thin membranes within the cochlea have a very weak appearance in common medical image data
(like CT), if there is any at all. With this in mind, we set the orientation during the identification of the spokes
towards the usually strong appearing bounding in the osseous environment. The mean orientation of all casting
rays ~ri ∈ R3, ~ri ⊥ ~bt where ~bt is the tangential base vector in each atom m is determined. Although, only the
casting rays which do not intersect drastically with the membranes are considered. By rotating the summation
of all those vectors ~t by ±60◦ the search subspace for possible spokes is defined. Finally we link the complete
atom structures to each other to build up the m-rep.

2.2 Deformation of the medial model

The medial description and deformation of a model using PGA is based on the mapping between the submanifold
and the tangential space.10 We follow the notation introduced by Fletcher et al. for the exp map Expp(u) and
the log map Logp(m). Depending on the input, PGA allows us to find the deformation parameters vk, very
similar as PCA for ASM. With the intrinsic mean µ of all N inputs we use the method to find the principal
directions as eigenvectors vk of
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where ui describes the mapped shape xi, Logµ(xi).

A new representation can be generated with in the statistical restrictions of the training data by varying the
parameters bk in

M(b) = expµ

(
d∑
k=1

(bk vk)

)
. (2)

Preparing the four input shapes and extracting mean shape as well as the shape parameter required an
average runtime of 4.7 seconds on a workstation (Kernel Linux 3.2.0-23-generic, CPU: Intel®Core� i5-2500
CPU @ 3.30 GHz).

The actual fitting of the presented medial model of the cochlea into a specific image data can be more complex
due to the high number of influencing factors. For instance, the initial positioning of the model in the data set
has usually a high impact on the result and computation time. Wimmer et al. recently published a method to
quickly place an ASM in the image by manually defining the cochlear axis.15 In the case of the medial models
this issue can be traced down to a spline fitting problem, representing the medial locus of the model. Several
methods regarding this have been discussed, i.e. by Akemi and Andrés16 and more general by de Bruijne et al.17

This work focuses only on the higher scaled fitting of the model parameters bk introduced in Equation 2. We
leave a further examination of the pose initialization based on a medial representation for a later publication.

Assuming the model is goof enough placed, the optimization of the parameters bk is done. The cost function
fj(I, u) is minimizing the difference of the average appearance in the target image data at each spoke end and
the mean appearance based on the trainings image data. This appearance is predefined in the a region of interest
(ROI) of the image. is

~̂xj = arg min
~u
fj(I, ~u), (3)

where ~u represents the position of the spokes end. The result of this optimization is the vector bk, which
deforms the model so the spokes fit best to the boundary found in the image. Algorithm 1 describes the basic
steps.

Algorithm 1: Optimization
Input: medial model deformation vector bk, target image data

while (result not found):
vary elements of vector bk;
for each atom of model:
compare ROI of target image at spoke end with mean ROI;
evaluate fitness;

3. RESULTS

This section describes the application of a generated medial model for image segmentation. The model was
extracted from four manually segmented trainings data as mentioned in section 2.1, each training shape sectioning
scala tympani, scala vestibuli and apex. The cochlear medial models were automatically generated, identifying
hub position, spoke directions, and the orientation towards the osseous environment in each atom. The number
of atoms was pre-set at 100. After identifying the atoms describing the passage from one scala to the other in
each training shape, the atom correspondence were automatically found using the distances to apex, start and
end of the atom chain. Based on that the variance through the population was determined using PGA and the
deformable model was generated. The initial pose of the mean shape was identified by a point based registration
method, using the hub positions of apex-, start- and end-atom and the same landmarks manually picked in the
image data.
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Figure 3. The image in the center displays the mean representation used for the initialization and segmentation in the
patient image data. To the left and to the right two resulting shapes Mσ1 and Mσ2 with different parameter sets bσ1 and
bσ2 are shown. They represent two of the trainings shapes used for the deformational model.

Figure 3 illustrates the mean model of with two of its trainings shapes. Due, to the low resolution of image
data the manually created segmentation often represents the complete cochlea as tubular structure, while our
medial model approach gives an approximated position for each scala of the cochlea. This approximation is
based on the position specified during the segmentation of the trainings data.

An exemplary segmentation of a cone beam computer tomography (CBCT) image data set was done to get
a first impression of run time and feasibility (see Tab. 1).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study, the usability of medial models for cochlea segmentation was evaluated. A deformable model
inspired by the common m-reps was generated. Therefore, a small number of training data was prepared and
converted to the necessary medial representation. It was shown that this conversion can be done automatically.
While several methods for (automated) cochlear analyzing have been published, to the best of our knowledge,
this report presents the first usage of medial models. Modeling the cochlea as a quasi-tubular structure implies
new methods to determine patient specific inner ear characteristics, i.e. the length of scala tympani. Due to the
small number of trainings data the model leaks variance in areas. This can be resolved using a higher number of
trainings data. The deformable model was finally used to segment an exemplary computed tomography image.
As future work a more extensive analysis of segmentation results using medial models is planned.

Medial models haven been successfully applied for segmenting tubular structures, i.e. by Pouch et al.18 Due
to its reduced solution space, the model promises short optimization time, which also has to be evaluated in
future work.

CBCT
Process Step Data Set 1

Initialization [ms] 655
Segmentation [ms] 7344

Table 1. Calculation and runtime for an exemplary CBCT image data.
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